(NTIA) to oversee network planning, construction, and
operation.

FIRSTNET IN OREGON
The Future Imagine public safety first responders
•

Viewing live video from monitoring cameras inside
the school while traveling in police vehicles to a
school emergency
• Sending video of patient and vital health stats to the
emergency room from the ambulance en route to the
hospital
• Being alerted immediately to a downed firefighter via
a helmet camera transmitting real-time video and
aware of the dangerous surroundings and vital signs
via clothing mounted heat and bio sensors
All these and more become possible with the
deployment of FirstNet in Oregon as part of the FirstNet
Nationwide Network (FNN), an interoperable broadband
network dedicated to public safety.

LTE Network To ensure interoperability and availability
of low cost user devices, the Act directs the use of Long
Term Evolution or LTE – the fourth generation (4G)
cellular technology currently being deployed by
commercial service providers. An LTE network consists
of these major elements:
• User Equipment (UE), such as a vehicle mounted
modem, smartphone or tablet
• Radio Access Network (RAN) consisting of towers
and cell site base station equipment to make the
wireless connection to the UE
• Evolved Packet Core (EPC), performing core LTE
controller activities, such as identifying and
connecting subscribers
• Backhaul network, which interconnects the RAN
equipment to the EPC, typically via suitable fiber
optic and microwave links

Applications The real value of FirstNet is the broad
The Law Title VI of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job
Creation Act of 2012 (PL112-96) includes provisions to
fund and govern a national public safety broadband
network, reallocate the 700 MHz D Block spectrum to
public safety, and authorize the FCC to conduct
incentive auctions to raise $7 billion for building and
managing the new network. It establishes the First
Responder Network Authority, or FirstNet, within the
Department
of
Commerce’s
National
Telecommunications and Information Administration

range of new public safety applications that it will enable.
The expansive data throughput of LTE broadband, which
is theoretically more than 15 times faster than 3G
cellular data today, enables capabilities that, until now,
were simply not possible, from multimedia command and
control of video and graphics, to geo-location and asset
tracking, and automated license plate recognition.
FirstNet plans to include a Service Delivery Platform
(SDP) “app store” from which local, regional, and
national software applications can be obtained as well as
access to key public safety data sources such as the
Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) databases.

FirstNet Vision
“To provide emergency responders with the first nationwide, highspeed, wireless broadband network dedicated to public safety”

FirstNet will offer Oregon Public Safety Users
Applications

Communication
•
•
•
•
•

Video: 1-to-many
Messaging
Images
Group Text
Voice: Non-Mission
Critical

• Your applications (Private,
Selective Sharing)
• FirstNet Applications
• Syndicated Applications

Capabilities

Services
•
•
•
•

Data Storage
Recordkeeping
Search
Databases
e.g., CJIS

•
•
•
•
•
•

High Speed Wireless Data
Secured, Dedicated Network
Network Center Status
Activation
Product Ordering
Dynamic Priority Access

Mission Support vs. Mission Critical When

Timeline In 2013, FirstNet activities in Oregon

discussing applications, it’s important to make a
distinction between mission critical and mission support
use by public safety users. The mission critical voice
communications provided by two-way Land Mobile
Radio (LMR) technology are supported today by wide
coverage, highly reliable networks. The initial focus of
the FirstNet network in its phased roll-out will be mission
support high speed data services.

emphasize stakeholder education and outreach,
engaging stakeholders across the state and raising
awareness. In 2014, efforts shift to collecting
requirements as input to the network design. Soon after,
at the national level FirstNet plans to build the FNN core,
complete their staffing, and investigate deployable
alternatives for serving remote areas. Network
deployment will follow, with full nationwide service
anticipated by the end of the last spectrum auctions in
2022.

Points to Remember
•
•
•

•

LTE is not a replacement for LMR technology today.
LMR will continue to provide mission critical voice for
the foreseeable future.
LTE introduces new capabilities and makes current
data applications even better. It is a supplementary
technology that offers new high bandwidth data and
video services.
FirstNet is a high speed data communications
network. Its unique and compelling value will be fully
realized as useful, interoperable applications are
made available to users.

For more information, visit http://www.oregon.gov/SIEC/Pages/SWIC.aspx or contact Steve Noel at (503) 934-6940
For a national perspective, visit the FirstNet website at http://www.ntia.doc.gov/category/firstnet
Quad chart adapted from June 19, 2013 FirstNet Regional Workshop - RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS, The First Phase of our Work.
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